
WALT: describe the development of a 

human in gestation.

WILF: - Understand what a foetus is.
- Describe the human gestation period in stages.

- Create a growth graph.

Lesson ideas and images are from the Hamilton Trust



Please do not research anything online for this lesson, as the results may not 
be appropriate for you and could upset you. Please use the information on 
these slides and the website I direct you to only.

You may want to complete this lesson with an adult so that they can help you.



Can you order these fruits and vegetables from smallest to largest?

Poppy seed Grape

Lemon
Avocado

Coconut

Swede

Lettuce
Turnip Papaya

Pumpkin



This is the size of a foetus (developing baby) in the womb during 
gestation. Note: the baby is not fruit at any stage! ☺

Poppy seed
Week 4 Grape 

Week 8
Lemon
12 Weeks

Avocado
Week 16

Coconut
Week 20
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Papaya
Week 36 Pumpkin – Week 40The baby can be born early 

here and still survive.

Foetus (unborn 
developing baby)

Zygote
(fertilised 
cell)

The baby is fully developed. 



If the baby is born before 37 weeks, it is called premature.

In humans, the gestation period is split into 3 ‘trimesters’, each lasting about 
12 weeks  (3 months).

Watch this video about human growth until 1 minute 30 seconds. We’ll finish it 
next week! ☺

https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/class-clips-video/growing/zd7rkmn


Can you match the statements to the foetus during development?





During pregnancy, it is important for the mother to eat nutritious foods to 
help develop the baby healthily, as they need lots of different vitamins to help 
them grow. There are certain foods and drinks they have to avoid, too!

The body and brain continues to develop after birth – we will look at that next 
week. ☺

Some other mammals develop in a similar way in the womb.



Your activity:

This week,  you are going to make a diagram and a graph for how the foetus 
develops before birth, for mothers to be! ☺
You will need to draw the foetus at each stage (you may want the fruit next to 
it) and then write short labels of the weeks and the key information of growth.
Please see the diagram examples on the next slide.

You can look here for information: https://www.dkfindout.com/uk/human-body/life-cycle/growing-in-

womb/ This is the only website you should go on.

Then, draw a line graph of the foetus’s growth over the weeks.

Examples on the next slides.

If you only have time for one, choose which to do. ☺

https://www.dkfindout.com/uk/human-body/life-cycle/growing-in-womb/


Diagram example: I am not expecting you to write that much!



Graph example (unfinished):
You can use ‘Week 2. Science. Growth Stages’ to help you.
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